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We’re all taught to put a napkin on our laps

during meals. The idea is that if you drop or spill

any food, it will hit your napkin instead of your

clothes. This may even work for some people,

but if you have a large chest, dropped food

never makes it as far as your lap.

Let’s face it, our ample bosoms, racks of doom

and continental shelves are stain magnets. It’s probably the biggest hurdle

to buying the best clothes we can afford (http://abbeypost.com/blog/cheap-

plus-size-clothes-arent-worth-cost/). We look at a gorgeous dress or
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gleaming white shirt (http://abbeypost.com/blog/find-plus-size-white-button-

shirt-fits/) and then put it back on the rack, convinced that after one wearing,

there will be an indelible marinara stain right in the middle of the chest.

We’re not helpless in this situation. There are plenty of ways we can keep

our shirts clean.

Use Your Free Hand
If you’re eating something saucy, hold your free hand under the fork as you

move to to your mouth. It’s just like having a spotter when you’re lifting

weights. That free hand can catch any drips before they hit your new outfit.

Order Strategically
Plus size blogger Living 400 Pounds

(http://living400lbs.wordpress.com/about-living-400lbs/) suggests choosing

food that’s cohesive. That means ordering the lasagna instead of the

spaghetti. And think twice before eating drippy sauces or salad dressings. A

creamy salad dressing will stay on your food better than a vinaigrette, for

example.

(http://abbeypost.com/apblog/wp-

content/uploads/2014/02/4602657102_abf3e8ab99_n.jpg?

9eab75)

Mmm…lasagna by jeffreyw
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Small Bites
The less food you have on a fork, the less likely any of it will fall off the fork

and onto your chest. But there is one big exception to this rule: chips.

We’ve all done it – You dip a chip into some salsa or dip, bring the chip to

your mouth, take a bite, and then end up wearing part of the chip that broke

away. But if you put the whole chip in your mouth, that doesn’t happen. It’s

not dainty or exactly ladylike, but it works. I sometimes cover my mouth with

my free hand to make it less obvious that I’m maneuvering an entire chip

into my mouth.

Don’t Eat or Drink on the Run
I’m not saying we should never grab a quick bite when we have a full

schedule. What I am saying is that hardly anyone can walk, eat or drink, and

keep their top clean all at the same time. Those coffee cup lids with a

convenient opening for drinking are a fast way to get coffee on your clothes.

It’s not that you’re a klutz – science has shown

(http://news.sciencemag.org/2012/05/physics-spilled-coffee) that any liquid in

a cup is going to slosh. Don’t drink until you get back to the office, and carry

your coffee with the drinking hole away from you. If your favorite coffee shop

has those little stoppers you can place in that hole, use them.

(http://abbeypost.com/apblog/wp-
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The Napkin Bib
Putting a napkin in our laps may look ladylike, but it doesn’t do us much

good. Sometimes, we need to throw daintiness out the window and tuck a

napkin into our neckline. This is so counter to what we’ve been taught that

it’s hard to bring yourself to do it. But it looks undignified when men throw

their neckties over their shoulder during a meal – and they do it anyway. It’s

time we start developing some of the same nerve. Of course, this works

better on a night out with the gals than on a hot date. But it does let the

napkin do its job.

If you have trouble keeping your napkins in place, wear a pin or brooch so

you can use that to pin your napkin to your top.

(http://abbeypost.com/apblog/wp-

content/uploads/2014/02/Untitled.png?

9eab75)

Wear A Brooch

Running with High Heels by vestman

Napkin & Dressing by

JMR_Photography
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Speaking of brooches, when you wear one front and center, it may attract

food drips more than your clothes. I like to wear a vintage pin to hold

together a too loose faux wrap top. The side effect is that there’s a big piece

of jewelry right where I usually spill something on my top. Metal pins can just

get rinsed off under the tap. The one fabric pin I have always gets stains on

the back where no one can see.

(http://click.linksynergy.com/link?

id=e0Yv/Jr94Vo&offerid=276223.58535425&type=2&murl=http%3A%2F%2Fshop.nordstrom.com%2FS%2F3627241%3Fcm_cat%3Ddatafeed%26cm_pla%3Djewelry%3Awomen%3Apin%26cm_ite%3Dgivenchy_crystal_brooch%3A987031%26cm_ven%3DLinkshare)

Dress to Hide Stains
Wearing dark colors can make stains harder to spot when you’re in a dimly lit

restaurant. But if you’ve ever dripped bright orange curry sauce on a black

top, you know that this method isn’t foolproof.

A cowl neck top has lots of folds for you to drip food onto. But the odds are

good that you’ll get food on the inside of one of the folds so no one can see

it. Every time I wear my cowl neck shirt, I spill food on it. But two-thirds of the

time, it hits a spot that no one sees.

Givenchy, Crystal Brooch,

Nordstrom, $23.98
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Stain Removal Tricks
When all else fails, you may still end up wearing your lunch. In addition to the

stain removal tips (http://abbeypost.com/blog/cheap-plus-size-clothes-arent-

worth-cost/) we’ve already given you, there are a few products that can

make getting rid of stains easier. If there’s any oil in the stain, Dawn dish

washing liquid can work wonders because it repels oils. Home dry cleaning

kits come with stain removal liquid that I’ve had some success with. And

savon de marseiile, also called Marseille soap

(http://rendezvousenfrancais.com/10-good-reasons-to-use-marseille-soap/)

can gently remove stains.

Tide to Go is a great accessory for every girl on the go! Carry a Tide to Go

pen in your bag so you’ll be ready to stop a stain before it sets.

With these tips, you should be able to spend a little more money on your

wardrobe with confidence. Have your own strategy? Share it in the

comments.

English: Two blocks of Marseille Soap from Marius Fabre,

made of Olive oil by Simon A. Eugster
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